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WHICH ABRAHAM, WHAT CONTEXT?

There is a certain intended ambiguity about the title I have assigned to this article. In one
direction, we might research the life and times of Abraham in the late-third/early-second millennium B.C.
so as to locate Abraham “in context.” On previous occasions I have done that sort of study and found it
fascinating at many points. Some of the details we read in the Abraham narrative of Genesis, for
example, fit remarkably well in the social and cultural milieu of the Ancient Near East as best we are
able to interpret the historical data. In this way we learn about the world Abraham knew and we discover
possible insights, including ones the Bible does not tell us, into Abraham as a person living in that world.
Adding those insights to the relevant data in the biblical account, we might produce a meaningful
biography of our “reconstructed” Abraham, including lessons on how to live in our world by observing
the way he probably lived in his.

Following this path, however, we would have reason to wonder if the character of our study and
the lessons learned actually reflect the biblical Abraham and the scriptural lessons. An Abraham figure
reconstructed from all the available historical data will not necessarily end up looking like the Abraham
whose portrait is shaped and defined by the Bible’s own narrative. And principles for life drawn on such
an Abraham may not be ones the scriptural account actually exists to supply. These differentiations invite
some unpacking.

In her exceptionally insightful work, Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical Narrative, Adele
Berlin gets at the issues by asserting, “Abraham in Genesis is not a real person any more than a painting
of an apple is a real fruit.”1 Of course, the same could be said of any other biblical character. When one
thinks about it, this is only stating the obvious. There are no real characters in the Bible. If there were,
they would be flat indeed, rather like dried rose petals or ribbon bookmarks! A textual depiction is not
identical to the real flesh-and-blood person depicted, but is a literary representation of that person. The
text mediates a version of that which it references, but it does not consist in those things. Moreover, the
version it mediates is particular and purposeful. So it is that learning about the person Abraham by means
of whatever data we are able to pull together, and understanding the biblical version of Abraham are
closely related but nonidentical enterprises, in much the same way that examining a real apple and
studying an artist’s drawing of an apple are not the same.2

The biblical Abraham is the one we encounter in the biblical portrayal, and nowhere else. This
requires a certain respect for which details the biblical author selected and which ones he omitted; from
which angle, in what sequence, and for what purpose those details are told; and especially how the
narrative so crafted fits into and serves the interests of the larger biblical story and not some other story.
All of these are put at risk if our study of the biblical Abraham is not allowed to speak over our interest in
the historical Abraham (in much the same way that the biblical Jesus and the so-called historical Jesus in

1A. Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical Narrative (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1994), 13.
2There is no cause for alarm over the factuality question in such a differentiation, as this “is not a judgment

on the existence of a historical Abraham any more than it is a statement about the existence of apples” (Berlin, 13).
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recent reconstructions appear either to have been conflated, or to have little more in common than the
name ‘Jesus’).

These considerations point us in another direction for our study of Abraham in context. It entails
our looking into the narrative function of Abraham as a biblical character, that is, the actual
characterization of Abraham in Scripture. If we want a portrait of the biblical Abraham–God’s Abraham–
we will have to pay special attention to how the Genesis account situates Abraham in the larger narrative
and so defines him and his role relative to that context. In this way our perspective on Abraham will be
shaped by the scriptural presentation itself, and the lessons learned will be those the Bible means to
teach.

ENCOUNTERING THE BIBLICAL ABRAHAM IN BIBLICAL CONTEXT

We begin with the largest possible framework. The whole-Bible message, as I have suggested
elsewhere, centers in the Creator’s universal blessing-plan and its fulfillment in and through Abraham
and his special seed or descendant(s).3 Universal blessing-plan commends itself as a thematic focus by
(a) the frequency, strategic location, and verbal associations of the root brk (‘bless/blessing’) in the
Pentateuch (166x), including its conspicuous linkage to creation and covenant;4 (b) the way in which the
Bible progresses toward a blessed ending that echoes its beginning (Revelation, esp. chs. 19-22); and (c)
the relationship between Genesis 1-11 and the rest of the Bible (Gen 12–Rev 22), with Genesis 12:1-3
and its focus on universal blessing to be realized through Abraham as the pivotal hinge. God’s purpose
for creation will be effected in a defining covenant with Abraham and its vision of new creation through
Abraham’s promised descendant(s).

The main contribution of the material leading up to Abram/Abraham (Gen 1-11), then, lies in its
marking out the initial episodes in this grand, cosmic theo-drama. This means that in order to appreciate
the biblical Abraham in context, it will be necessary for us to hear the Abraham narrative of Genesis 12-
25 against the background of chapters 1-11. God’s Abraham is a specially versioned Abraham, whose
role in God’s universal blessing-plan occupies a central place in the scriptural drama. This also, it turns
out, is the Abraham of Paul and James and the other biblical writers, who refer to Abraham by name
about 100 times.5

Since it will not be possible here to offer a detailed exposition of the Bible’s first eleven
chapters, I propose in what follows to sketch a broad literary-thematic summary of the main movements
and to focus special attention on two features at that precise point in the narrative where Abra[ha]m steps
onto the biblical stage.

Literary-Thematic Summary of Genesis 1-11

3V. J. Steiner, “Literary Structure of the Pentateuch,” in Dictionary of the Old Testament: Pentateuch, ed.
T. D. Alexander and D. W. Baker (Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 2003), 544-56.

4Blessing is the pronouncement or bestowal of what God considers good as intentioned in his creative plan
and ultimately mediated in his saving purposes through a promised seed. It includes the ability to propagate and
perpetuate as God’s means of advancing his plan/purpose established in creation and announced in Genesis 1. The
term occurs some 88x in Genesis, 9x in 49:25-28 alone, “like the finale of a fireworks display” (G. J. Wenham,
Genesis [WBC; Waco, Tex.: Word, 1987], 1:486).

5Of the 309 occurrences of ‘Abram/Abraham’ in the Bible, 99 occur outside the Pentateuch.
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It is widely recognized that Genesis unfolds along ten seams that are stitched by the Hebrew term
toledot (‘what is brought forth’, hence, ‘generations of’, ‘family history of’, ‘the ongoing account of’, or
simply ‘what became of’). Genesis 1:1–2:3 precedes the first toledot and so functions as a prologue to the
ten sections that follow (2:4–4:26; 5:1–6:8; 6:9–9:29; 10:1–11:9; 11:10-26; 11:27–25:11; 25:12-18;
25:19–35:29; 36:1–37:1; 37:2–50:26), and in fact as a prologue to the whole Pentateuch and to the whole
Bible. These toledot sections consist in two pentads or sets of five panels which define the structural
contours of 2:4–11:26 and 11:27–50:26, respectively.

Besides its role as a structural catchphrase, the toledot formulary serves as a thematic marker that
advances the narrative focus and intensifies its anticipation. Working in tandem with the genealogies
(chs. 4, 5, 10, 11) and the zera‘ (‘seed/offspring’) trail in Genesis (59x), the toledot superscripts set the
entire Pentateuch in motion by focusing on “the ongoing account of” an elect line of promise with a
providentially preserved “seed” which will play a vital role in mediating God’s blessing to all the nations.
This “seed” will be linked to a royal dynasty descended from Abraham through Judah, and this “seed”
will rule the nations in majesty (cf. Gen 49:8-12). This “seed,” of course, fulfills the hope of a special son
promised to the first woman (Gen 3:15). “The ten tôledôt sections function as cycles in Genesis, marking
the book’s major divisions in tracing God’s program of bringing the seed of the Serpent under the
dominion of the elect seed of the woman.”6 And so, the toledot framing device renders a programmatic
focus and forward-directed orientation to the whole, fixing the reader’s perspective on what became of
so-and-so, and who comes next.

In terms of a structural frame, the introduction to the early story of God’s universal blessing-plan
unfolds then as follows:

I.  CREATION AND CORRUPTION: THE INTRODUCTION TO GOD S UNIVERSAL
BLESSING PLAN, 1:1–11:26
Prologue. The Story of Creation, 1:1–2:3
The Story from Creation to Abram in Five Toledot Sections 2:4–11:26
A. The Account (Toledot) of the Heavens and the Earth, and the Corruption of

What God Made Good, 2:4–4:26
B. The Account (Toledot) of Humanity ( Adam), 5:1–6:8
C. The Account (Toledot) of Noah, 6:9–9:29
D. The Account (Toledot) of Noah s Sons, 10:1–11:9
E. The Account (Toledot) of Shem, 11:10-26

The biblical presentation of God’s universal blessing-plan begins with the account of creation
and its preparation for blessing. It proceeds to explain how the Creator’s vision for his newly fashioned
heavens and earth will be realized through an elect people that traces back to Adam but comes ultimately
to center in a particular descendant of Noah’s son Shem by the name of Abram, who is introduced onto
the biblical page in Genesis 11:27. The body of the Pentateuch will be taken up with the election and
preservation of this Abram and his descendants as God’s agents of blessing the world (Gen 11:27–Exod
18:27), together with the provisions necessary for and the prospect of their divine mission (Exod 19–
Num 36). Deuteronomy concludes the Pentateuch with a retrospective recapitulation and open-ended
segue to the unfolding biblical story that extends all the way to the apocalyptic vision of the new heavens
and the new earth. But let us return to Abraham and his role in this grand biblical story by observing how
he is introduced onto the biblical page.

6B. K. Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2001), 32. It may be more than
coincidental that the opening words in Matthew 1:1, “The book of the genealogy of,” precisely echo the LXX
rendering of the toledot phrase in Genesis 2:4 and 5:1.
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Enter Abram/Abraham

Following the Noah toledot and the story of the flood (6:9–9:29), two strategic features lead up
to the introduction of Abram in 11:27. First, in tracing the origin and the extent of the people groups
which dispersed throughout the earth following the flood, the so-called Table of Nations in 10:1-32
shows how far God intended his blessing-plan to reach. This is the world of God’s concern–the world he
had made, now populated with people groups who stand to be blessed through God’s elect agent Abram
(12:3). Of course, the possibility of a yet-future unified humanity rests also upon Abram. In due course,
‘Abram’ (‘exalted father’) will become ‘Abraham’ (‘father of many’), for he will be the father of a
multitude of nations (17:5), or as Paul puts it, the “father of us all” (Rom 4:16-18; cf. Gal 3:6-8). And by
the seed of Abraham, Christ, there would yet be one new humanity (Eph 2:14-18).7 To rephrase a familiar
New Testament verse: For God so loved the world that he chose Abraham and his posterity! Worth
noting in this connection, ‘Israel’ or ‘am (the covenant people) is conspicuously absent in the catalogue
of Genesis 10. Granted, Jacob had not yet been born and Israel was not yet a nation at the time
represented by this list of nations, but the absence reinforces more than an obvious chronological point:
Israel, it turns out, would fulfill the role of a means to a very large end in God’s program–God’s agent for
accomplishing his blessing-plan among the nations. In this light we could say that the Old Testament is
about God’s grand purposes for all the nations of chapter 10 which God will realize through Israel as the
elected seed of Abraham (introduced in ch. 11) and through the true children of Abraham, whether Jew
or Gentile, who become the agents of God’s new creation (cf. Matt 28:16-20; Rom 4:16-18; Gal 3:6-9).

The second strategic feature in the narrative leading up to Abraham’s introduction involves the
Tower of Babel episode (11:1-9). Among the many fascinating and important details in this crucial story,
three are especially relevant to our concerns.

(a) The manner in which the Tower story links back to Genesis 1:1–2:3 and generally wraps
together all of chapters 1-108 strongly suggests that God’s intent for humans as announced in 1:26-28
remains fully intact and centrally at issue. Humans exist to fill the earth (not congregate in one place) as
those who bear God’s image (not preserve their own). YHWH’s action in dispersing the Babelites “over
the face of all the earth” (11:1, 4, 8, 9), and so disrupting the wicked aims that a unified but defiant and
autonomous humanity might achieve (11:6), responds to both of these. Here is God acting in the interest
of fulfilling that for which humans were created in the first place–filling the earth full with image-bearers
who reflect and represent their Creator.

(b) Abraham will be the Creator’s agent of blessing and so the positive means by which the earth
will be filled with image-bearers. In place of humanity’s congregating in one place, set on self-
preservation through the work of their own hands and determined to make a name for themselves (v. 4),
“all the earth” was to be filled with God’s name. That would happen through God’s making of Abraham
“a great name” (12:2), a name obtained by becoming the appointed recipient and transmitter of the
promised blessing. Accordingly, following the Tower story Abraham will be introduced shortly by means
of Shem’s genealogy (11:10-26), whose name, not incidentally, means ‘name’. Abraham, the descendant
of Shem (‘name’), will be given “a great name” by which to fill the earth with God’s name.

7K. A. Mathews, Genesis 1-11:26 (NAC; Broadman, 1996), 430.
8The verbal and thematic links that tie all of chs. 1-10 together in the Tower story are too many to list here.

Examples include ’adam, heavens, earth, one, God’s seeing, the divine plural “let us,” the motif of filling the earth,
the notion of unity in diversity, humanity’s independence from God and violation of God’s will, et al. It is as if
“Genesis 1-11 has come full circle from ‘Eden’ to Babel,’ both remembered for the expulsion of their residents”
(Mathews, Genesis 1-11:26, 467).
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(c) Whatever unity would obtain among the blessed “children of Abraham,” it would consist in
something not threatened by the necessary and divinely implemented diversity and distribution of peoples
as noted in chapters 10 and 11. In God’s grand program, community would be a good thing if pursued
God’s way.9 Unity centered in God’s universal blessing-plan implemented through Abraham and lived
out in fulfillment of God’s image-bearing mission is one thing; the goal of unity founded on common
human aspiration or shared political ideology quite another. The biblical perspective envisions a non-
homogeneous spiritual nation of God’s people whose linguistic and ethnic diversity is not suppressed but
who enjoy a unity achieved through the universal kingdom of God (Isa 2; Acts 2), made possible in the
Cross of Christ (Eph 2), and celebrated with “a great multitude . . . from every nation, from all tribes and
peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, . . . crying out with a loud voice,
‘Salvation belongs to our God who sits upon the throne, and to the Lamb!’” (Rev 7:9-10).

Positioned where it is, then, the divine call of Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3 marks a new stage in
God’s relationship with humanity. YHWH vests his cosmic plan in the obedient faith of Abraham and his
family-to-be. The shift of attention to Abraham and his descendants does not signal a shift from YHWH’s
dealing with the whole of creation or a different objective for it. God’s plan remains the same–universal
blessing on a world full of the glory of his name. “But we now have a clearer view of the divine strategy
for moving toward this goal. The story does not say why God chose Abraham and his family rather than
another, but it does make clear that God chose them for the purpose of reclaiming the creation. The
election of this family is to serve the mission of God.”10 Abraham becomes as it were a kind of new
Adam. It will be through Abraham that blessing is made available to all the peoples and nations dispersed
in chapters 10 and 11. Even those originally outside can be included if they adopt a certain attitude
toward God’s chosen way of blessing. “The way of life and blessing, which was once marked by the ‘tree
of the knowledge of good and evil’ (2:17) and then by the ark (7:23b), is now marked by identification
with Abraham and his seed.”11 It is in harmony with God’s chosen medium of blessing that “all the
families of the earth shall be blessed” (12:3).

SOME IMPLICATIONS

Narrative characterization refers to the presentation of characters who carry out the action of the
plot and thereby serve the author’s purpose. Accordingly, the kind of biblical character study that avoids
arbitrariness and pays richest dividends focuses on the actual function of character representation within
the narrative world. In the present case, many important implications flow from our respecting the way
Father Abraham is introduced and portrayed in Genesis, including the selection and shaping of material
leading up to where he appears on the scriptural page and on the biblical stage. I have chosen three
implications for brief comment, relative to Abraham as a model of faith, an example of righteousness,
and a medium of blessing.

First, a study of Abraham in biblical context sheds important light on the nature and meaning of
biblical faith. In the most famous passage in this regard, Abram is said to have “believed the LORD; and
he reckoned it to him as righteousness” (Gen 15:6, italics mine). In its immediate context, the expression
“he believed [or trusted in] YHWH” expresses Abram’s confidence in God to fulfill his promise of a son-
heir and an innumerable seed/offspring (vv. 1-5). Both the grammar and the larger context highlight that
Abram’s trusting in YHWH for this promised son-heir and seed/offspring is just one instance of his
ongoing alignment with YHWH’s blessing-plan for the world. Earlier in faith he had left his homeland,

9J. H. Sailhamer, “Genesis” (EBC; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1990), 105.
10T. E. Fretheim, The Pentateuch (IBT; Abingdon, 1996), 85.
11Sailhamer, “Genesis,” 112.
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and later in faith he would offer up his son Isaac–both in submission to YHWH’s plan to bless the world
through him and his offspring (12:1-3; 22:1-19, esp. vv. 15-18). This is exactly the point Hebrews 11
draws from Genesis in presenting Abraham as the most celebrated model of faith (vv. 8-19; cf. Jas 2:21-
24). Abraham’s faith, it is clear, did not consist in the passive means by which he became the recipient of
the personal and privatized blessing of “salvation.” In the case of Abraham, faith and obedience cannot
be severed, so that any depiction of the former as passive trust and the latter as active works represents an
alien imposition on Genesis and its New Testament interpreters. Abraham’s faith, rather than being
something systematically separated off from his obedience, is actually defined by (or as) that obedience.
“‘Yahweh said . . . Abram went.’ Yahweh commands, Abram obeys. This is the way the world, and the
Torah, began, and now we begin to see the new way of faith which will become the way of Torah.”12 But
the main point I wish to stress here is that Abraham’s faith does not center on what he personally stood to
gain now as an individual “believer”–what God through faith would do for him–but on his coming into
alignment with the cosmic purposes and covenant promises of the electing God.

Second, and related, a study of Abraham in context sheds important light on the biblical
conception of righteousness and justification. The instructive value of the declaration that Abram
“believed the LORD, and he reckoned it to him as righteousness” (Gen 15:6, italics mine) does not
consist solely, or even primarily, in our learning how to “get saved” the way Abraham did. Or at least
that concern does not occupy the interest of Genesis. Rather, as we have noted, Abraham is presented as
an example of one whose trusting in YHWH is regarded or considered as righteousness precisely because
his faith tuned him to YHWH’s will. By faith Abram comes into conformity and continuity with the
Creator’s plan to bless the nations and thereby to reclaim his creation and set it right. We are probably to
understand the New Testament citation of Abraham as the premier example of justification by faith in
much the same way. When Paul appeals to Abraham as one who was justified by faith apart from works
of the law (Rom 4; Gal 3-4; cf. Jas 2), it is unlikely that his focus is how Abraham “got to go to heaven
when he died,” or how God’s righteousness was “legally imputed” to Abraham’s safe deposit. Rather, the
focus is on how Abraham was put in harmony with Creator YHWH’s program to bless the world through
him and his descendant(s). Of course, this means that the business of being related to Abraham by faith
involves a whole lot more than henceforth referring to ourselves as “saved.” We become children of
Abraham by trusting in God’s chosen way of reclaiming his creation and setting it to right through his
(and Abraham’s) Son, and by submitting ourselves to being his agents of new creation. And this privilege
is open, Paul insists, irrespective of circumcision, which is to say that initiation into God’s new creation
project does not depend on our first becoming Jews, but, like Abraham, on our believing in such a way
that our faith allies us with God’s way of blessing the world. The context of usage, in other words,
defines righteousness as something much larger than individual “salvation,” something more akin to
being an instrument of God’s blessing according to God’s norms. There are great dangers in extracting
terms like ‘believed’ and ‘credited’ and ‘righteousness’ from their context of usage and compressing
them into the shape of theological systems by which to bolster agendas they are not meant to serve.
Abram trustingly submitted to YHWH’s blessing-plan through his promised offspring; and to this,
YHWH assigns the value of righteousness since it was precisely his doing so that brought him into
harmony with God’s plans and purposes for blessing the whole world.

Third, a study of Abraham in context sheds important light on how the Church comes to
participate in the blessings of salvation. We do so by allying ourselves, corporately and individually, with
God’s cosmic and covenant plan introduced in Genesis 1-11, centered in Abraham, and realized in
Abraham’s Son, Jesus. The Church does not get in on God’s blessing directly and immediately, as we
might errantly assume, but indirectly and derivatively, as those wholly dependent upon God’s choice of

12T. W. Mann, The Book of the Torah: The Narrative Integrity of the Pentateuch (Atlanta: John Knox,
1988), 29 (italics his).
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Abraham, as those who live now in continuity with Abraham through faith, as those grafted into
Abraham’s Son–Israel and Israel’s Messiah. To go directly and individually to Jesus (“just believe in
Jesus”), ignoring the connection which Jesus bears to the biblical Abraham and so bypassing the plan
which Jesus came to fulfill, is to end up with a tenuous share in God’s blessing. If we are not children of
Abraham, meaningfully so, how can we consider ourselves children of Abraham’s God?


